
FOUNDED IN 2015 BY SEVEN PARTNERS, CBD FOR LIFE PRODUCES PAIN 
management and beauty products using 99% pure CBD extract derived 
from stems and stalks of industrial hemp. Following several years of  
selling its products in all 50 states through retail outlets, the company 

moved into an expansive new space in Red Bank, N.J., and wanted its lighting to 
reflect the fun, energetic, and whimsical personality of the venture. Now, thanks 
to design and procurement expertise from the lighting designers at the Lighting 
Design Center of Warshauer Electric Sup ply, Tinton Falls, N.J., CBD for Life  
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LIT FOR LIFE 
The Lighting Design Center of Warshauer Electric helps shine  

a light on CBD for Life’s chic new headquarters. 
by Susan Bloom

has a lighting configuration that 
promotes comfort and productivity 
for employees and visitors while 
helping to poise the company for 
continued success. 

 
Painting with Light 
Currently housing a team of 14 asso-
ciates, CBD for Life’s new headquar-
ters is a more-than-3,000-square-
foot space within the Galleria Red 
Bank, a collection of fine boutiques, 
res taurants, and professional offices 
in a former turn-of-the-century uni-
form factory. “This space is our com-
pany’s national operations center 
and showroom,” said Mollie Twin -
ing, director of sales. “We cover all 
of the back-end functions for the 
company…and hold meetings here 
with industry partners, vendors, and 
distributors and occasionally host 
industry events.” 

In May, the team undertook a 
number of renovations to the space, 
including the addition of shiplap to 
the walls, painting/trim work, and 
new window treatments. When it 
came to the new lighting design, “We 
knew the Lighting Design Cen ter  
of Warshauer Electric through our 
builder and from its solid reputa-
tion in our shore-area community 
and didn’t hesitate to call them in,” 
Twining said. “We showed them pic-
tures of the space and lighting at our 
PR firm in New York City, which we 
wanted to emulate.”   

According to Brieanne Sulzer, 
lighting de signer at the Lighting 
Design Center of Warshauer Elec -
tric, designing the lighting for the 
industrial chic space—which fea-
tures vintage brick walls and wood 
floors—posed a creative challenge. 
“It was primarily an open office 
space, but because of the building’s 
historic status, there was a lot we 
couldn’t change,” she explained. 

To work with and enhance the 
space, “We went with dimmable 
LED track lighting, which is such a 
versatile and effective approach to 
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Dimmable track  
lighting and hanging  

orb chandeliers helped  
create the colorful,  
fun, hip, and edgy 

atmosphere CBD for  
Life was looking for.
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general office lighting,” Sulzer said of the 32 Halo track 
lights installed by the contractor. “With their 2,500 
lumens and 3000K color temperature, these fixtures pro-
duce a brighter, whiter, and crisper light that’s ideal for 
illuminating tasks.”  

After removing the outdated slimline track lighting 
that the previous tenant had suspended from the ceiling, 
“We installed our track lights on the back side of the ceil-
ing beams so that they’d be less obtrusive; you don’t even 
notice the track lighting until you’re standing under it,” 
Sulzer noted. 

To add some pizzazz to the space, “We added nine 
hanging orb chandeliers from Crysto rama in the open 
office environment and two decorative chandeliers from 
Kichler over the table in the conference room,” Sulzer 
continued. “Using 3W screw-in LEDs, we took these fix-
tures from power consumption of 150W down to just 
20W each and went with 2700K bulbs to warm up the 
space.” Sulzer also outfitted four existing decorative 
incandescent pendant lights in the company’s “creative 
room” with screw-in LEDs to save energy, reduce mainte-
nance, and ensure the consistency of the lighting color 
throughout the space. 

Sulzer further enhanced the space with the addition  
of colorful Hunter Douglas motorized shades. “With 24 
eight-foot windows lining the third-floor space, the CBD 
for Life team is exposed to a lot of sun, which can pro-
duce not only a great deal of heat, but also glare on their 
computer screens,” Sulzer explained. “The shades add  
to the atmosphere and can be controlled from a WiFi-
connected remote in the office or from a smartphone or 
tablet via an easy-to-use app. 

“All of these elements, together with the ability to  
dim their track lighting, create layers of light and a nice 
ambiance in the space that will support everything from 
normal workday operations to special events,” she added. 

 
A Magical Space 
Since renovations were completed and the team moved 
into this new headquarters in July, Twining can’t say 
enough about the look and feel of their space. 

“We love our new lights: They’re pretty and easy to 
work under, and our lighting is a great reflection of who 
we are as a company,” Twining said. “We loved Brie -
anne’s suggestions and decided on them quickly. The 
support we got from Brieanne and the team at the Light -
ing Design Center of Warshauer Electric was great. We 
got everything we asked for in a very timely manner and 
they were able to successfully translate our vision into 
actual products. Our space is magical.” n 

 

Bloom is a 25-year veteran of the lighting and electrical prod-
ucts industry. Reach her at susan.bloom.chester@gmail.com.
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Are you buying 
everything you can 

from Milbank? 

15,118 SKUs 
and counting

NEMA 1R & 3R
ENCLOSURES

METERING

ENCLOSED
CONTROLS

milbankworks.com

A family-owned, American manufacturer
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